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Mills finishes
term before
Washington
internship
- z"
. -
By Mary Quinn —
Staff Writer —
Student Government Prisi
dent, Jeff Mills will finish his
term before beginning his con-
gressional internship in Wash-
ington, D.C.
Mills was among four stu-
dents selected last semester for
the Congressional Internship
Program. But since he was to
begin work with Sen. William
Cohen at the beginning of this
semester and his term as
president does not end until
the daily
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_
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Feb. 24; 1983, he faced a
dilemma. Mills wrote to the
congressional office in Wash-
ington and explained his com-
mitments. He asked for an
extension to fulfill his post here
and received notification of its
approval, Jan.10.
"I'm really glad things work-
ed out like this. It makes me feel
better that I'm not leaving
things undone," Mills said.
Professor Kenneth Palmer,
chairman of the internship
program, said he it -glad it
worked out for both Mills and
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Cohen. There have been mem-
bers of the government that
have had to leave for the same
reason, but never one in a
position such as president.
"If things hadn't worked out
for Jeff, I would have written to
the office. But, Jeff exPressed
his desire to be an intern and
things were mutually agree-
able," Palmer said.
Student Government elec-
tions will be Feb.16 with the
new term beginning Feb. 22.
Mills-will leave for Washington -
Feb. 19 or 20.
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ayoff of fire chief sparks suit
By Scott Milliken
Staff Writer
On Jan.11, 1983. attorney Theodore
Curtis Jr. filed suit in Bangor's
U.S.District Court on behalf of ex-
- _
Orono Fire Chief Duane Brasslett. The
_
_ 
alleges that Orono Town Manager
Tr, Raymond Cota and the town of Orono
deprived Brasslett of specific rights
granted by the U.S. and Maine
Constitutions and the ordinances of
the town of Orono. Brasslett is seeking
declaratory an& injunctive relief and
damages of more than $200,000.
Cots is being sued in both—his
individual capacity and his capacity as
town manager.
The suit stems from Cota's firing of
Brasslett. Dec. 14. 1982,an action
which, the suit says, was unwarranted
for the reasons Cots submitted to
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Constituttonal infringement cited claimed 
in the suit, "most, if not all, of
said councilors indicated satisfaction
in action seeking $200,000
Brasslett in a memo dated the same
day. In the memo, Cota said
Brasslett's judgement on two occasions
in two months had embarrassed the
fire department, the Orono community
and Cota himself.
The first occasion involved the
removal of an Orono town Jeep by two
firefighters to a private garage in Old
Town for storage, Oct. 27, 1982. Cota
said, "That action was accomplished
without my prior knowledge." The
suit says the Jeep was removed "with
the prior knowledge and consent" of
Brasslett and Cota.
The second occasion, which Cota
said, "causes the most concern,"
involved a television interview with
Brasslett, Dec. 4. In the interview,
Brasslett said there was only one piece
of equipment, a 1959 pumper,
available for service.
Cota said, "that statement was
misleading and caused a great deal of
concern in the community." He said a
1965 Dodge pumper and a ladder truck
were available and mutual aid
agreements were in force.
Brasslett attended an executive
session of the Orono Town Council
Dec. 13 at which he exjAtined his
statements in the interview. As
with his explanations."
Cota also said in the memo that
Brasslett implied the Council had not
provided sufficient equipment for the
fire department's needs. Cota said,
"that is a blatant misrepresentation of
fact." He said the Council provided a
tank truck and additional funds for
vehicle repairs when Brasslett
requested them.
"Because of these incidents," Cota
wrote,"and because your credibility
has dissolved, I have no choice but to
dismiss you, effective immediately."
As grounds for the dismissal, Cota
cited Orono's Personnel Rules and
Regulations, section 1.3.12(c.11). This
section says. "The following shall be
sufficient cause for disciplinary
(See LAYOFF Page 3)
High failure rate baffles math department
Developmental course
needed by many students
By Deb Davenport
Staff Writer
—Pi-problem in the department of mathematics is
baffling everyone, even the professork
Despite thorough investigation, no one can say
exactly what is causing the low averagesin some of'
the department's basic math classes.
Paul Van Steenberghe, an instructor of
mathematics, is one of many concerned with the
low averages  _because the averages for his classes
have been consistently poor during the past
semesters.
Van Steenberghe said he calculated grade point
averages of 1.8 and 1.78 for his Mathematics for
Business and Economics (Ms 14) and Algebra.
Trigonometry and pre-Calculus (Ms 22) claccos._
respectively.
Because he has a high percentage of drops and-
fails in his MS22 classes, Van Steenberghe said he '
tells his class "at the beginning of each semester
that many of them will not pass the course and
should transfer to.the MS 11 and 12 sequence."
However, Van Steenberghe said that few
students take his advice and last semester he
recorded 25 drops and 26 D's and E's for a class
which began with 100 students.
As a result of students' poor performances in
his classes, Van Steenberghe said he has
recommended that qualifying exams for math
Math instruelor Paul Van Steenberghe
- courses be upgraded. Qualifying exams help
determine if a student has the background and
knowledge to perform satisfactorily in a course
But William Stearns, an associate professor of
_ mathematics who has been monitoring students'
iserforMances in basic sequence math courses since
1.91.7, said qualifying exams are revised
"continuously."
Stearns performs analyses of questions on-the
qualifying exams to determine which questions
should be revised and compares students' results
_r on the exams with their course results.-
' "Qualifying exams are outperforming
Scholastic Achievement Tests and Math
Achievement Tests," Stearns said, referring to the
relitibiiity with which the exams can be used to -
.determine whether a student is prepared for -a--
specific course.
A
•
By searching for a clue that might provide some
insight as to why so many students have problems
with math, Stearns said he has identified several
factors which appear to affect performance.
"Students who did not take four years of math in
high schot5I are at a disadvantage," he said, "The
same thing applies to students who have not taken
it math course for one or more years before-
----tntering a college math course." — ---
Because mathematical concepts build on each
other, Stearns said students who don't grasp the
concepts when they are presented increase their
chances of failing. "At that point, many students
psychologically drop the course," he sairt-:--"Even  
if they don't drop it officially, they've given up."
Some courses have programs designed to help
exactly those students. For example, anyone who .
is failing Analytic Geometry and Calculus (MS26)
halfway through the semester is transferred to a
smaller, slower group.
Stearns said this is beneficial to "a few students,
but it's difficult to measure how much it helps.
"The math department has limited resources,"
he said. "We have to consider whether the
manpower we invest in these special classes can be
justified for thc_handful of students that are
helped in each group."
Between 50 and 100 students each day seek help
in the Math Lab in 116 English/Math. The lab is
staffed with teachers and graduate assistants and
is open 9 a.m.-4 p.rii ., Monday-Friday and 7 p.m.,
10 p.m. Monday-Thursday.
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COG studying South African investments
U Maine Foundation
asked to divest
$800,000 in
cotivo-rations  
By Rich Miller
Staff Writer -
.___ 
• .•••••
•—•••
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_
In an effort_to Convince the
University of Maine Foundation to
, divest $800,000 invested in
_corporations operating in South
-Africa, a Council of - Colleges
Committee investigating univers ty
holdings there will meet,- r;ith -the-
Foundation Feb. 16. 
_
,
_ • _
...
•
Doug Allen, chairperson of the
committee- and a professor 'of
philosophy, said he-recefeed a letter
from the Foundation Friday stating it
is willing-to-meet with his committee.
"MPAC is in the process of sending
literature ,,to the Foundation about
divestiiient," Allen said. ."We hope to
share information- and Ito answet_any _ binding. The Foundation's 
ditector51-',Pa5t three weeks have escalated the
• questions the Foundation has about issued a stateinent, Aug; 
16„,.4,98.2, that movement for divesta
ture in the United
-Itry_fg.tiffert-:---- --- - --- - ----read: ' "We-dor oot s, accept _tile_ 
States. -State colleges and universities
The UMaine Foundation is a private recomtnendaiOns-011tirtlniversitr 
of _i_vlieyisan are now required -:to-
organization which -has holdings Maine Board of Trusiees.,..which 
withdraw their investments in Sciuth-7
totaling -$5 million _reserved for the would Subject 7 thin 'Foundation- -to 
Africa_ __ In Massachusetts, state
-benefit •of .UMO.scholarships, -loans, undesirable disadvantages in its efforts 
. 
employees and teachers pension funds
srants_ and professOrships. The . to maximize their ctntributions to th
e ----must bring back investmen
iS in South.
.,
.--titadation is adMinistered and Univ. ersity of Maitieitsstudents an
d- Africa, totaling $100 million, during
firKed by the Maine Savings Bank, the faculty- " 
- - 
 
----. - -r.-----. - The next three years. .
Merrill Trust Co 
. 
and the Northeast 
, e- -r a,-
-Malcolm OTT---47-etamf
rarmar—ttre=4,44,11en said Maine does not have a
Bank and Trust Co UMaite 'Foundation said the purpos 
similW vy,but the,committee 
is in the. ,
In ruly-1982, the Board of Trustees of the meeting is to -allow • a 
process of getting the wording of the
voted ovrwhelmingly in favor of total FereeiltalTie Orthe -MC- to-present 
Massachtnetts bill.
-university divestment in "South Africa, theCouncil's views on divestment.
"Once we get the wording we mightV. s_  _
le Oiilf - eetnt tf y-..-4,o_ the world- that -.They requested the meeting and _we 
modify it and introdute-it in Maine," -
legally-- mandatetiveial segregation- or 
.
aensented to it," Jones said., "Our, he said. 
"I've sPokerrwith Kent-Hayes
-
apartheid. Since that time the UMaine
- " system has divested more than $1.8
million in stocks and bonds. President
_ Paul Silverman also voted in favor of
total divestment.
Since the UMaine Foundation is a
private organization, the BOT
' recommendation to divest is not -
responsibility is, to act • in the bet-
interestrf the doners of the bank and
to proceed in-a. Manner acceptable to
them."
Jones did not say. whether the -
Foundation-had come to any decision
regarding the divestment process. --
Two state laws enacted wititin.the—
'NI. 'They requested the
 
meeting;- -anj,ixwe-
Welcome back to Orono. - -consented to it.'
...Malcolm Jones
••
Did you enjoy the recent
break from
your_routine at __LIMO? 
* •••-
1
If so, consider the more lasting----rewar
of a semester or a year away,
studying at a Canadian university
through the
- 
-. • •
CANADA YEAR PROGRAM:--
-
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Job search workshops
will begin today
By Jim Counihan
-Staff-Writer
Nearly 11 pereent of the American _
work force is idle. Many businesses
are failing and others are hanging on
by the slimmest of margins. The dass
of '83 will find job hunting difficult,
discouraging and painstaking. _ -
The Office of Career Planning And
_Placement - .on-erin aorkhop
series designed to help ;Rilts.
develop the skink necessary- for_a
successful job search.\
Mike Robinson, assistant director of
C-PP, said "With the job - market as
horrible as it is, students must now
search out jobs and decide how they
will approach an employer. Fifty
percent cr( getting a job is presenting
yourself. .That's rarely Wight in
classes."
cpe director Adrian- Sewalr said,
"We're working with people to help
them develop the skills to help
themselves.
and he is interested in the possibility.
There has also been some research
done to get back pension money that
has been invested in South Africa.'
Introducing and pliscilig a -bill
similar to the one in Massachusetts
would bea lengthy process, Allen said,.
"It takes a long time_to push a bill
through the legislature,". he said. "In
Massaehusetts it took almost four .
years because Governor King kept
vetoing it. But Governor Dukakis
supports divestment 'andwe're hoping
Gov,ernor Brennan might do the
same."
-Classifieds
For Sale
_For_more information and aft - application,
-
4
••,._ 
-
— contact:
 
tee-Ann Konrad
candda House
 
160-College Ave: —
(across from Newman Ctr.)
1. beadline - February 15, 1983 --
_
SKIERS
Norwegian Ear-Muffs For Sale
very warm and fashionable. Color-Black.
Price $7.00. See Per Foduaess, 462
Estabrooke Hall, Phone 581-4546. '
Help Wanted
Group Sales Representatives wanted
for Ski trips to Sugarloaf -it the.i&d
StariOninn, 235-2791.
eetings
in performing...I, ". 
BeetticivenNT-Symphony- No. 9 wilt the -
Bangor -Symphony--Oratistras shottlg -
come_to the first meeting of the Oratorio
Society Choir tonight, Jan- 20, 7 p.m. in .
220-ttztykt Hatt. • • _
Offered
Singles,Mingles & Students
, Share a home. A ( New Affordable
lifestyle. Gracious 5 bectfoom Colonial. -
Orono ,location. $160 and utilities per -.
person per.mortar Call Micky Schneider-c-
C-stuitee-if•C-ntbit 947.-1t8-1.
Student Employees
mirinck up"Wa hems (Tax. Wjth_olciipg_
Stat emeno) at the Student Payroll Office.-
107 English/Math Building anytime
before January 28th.
Trips
- _
BREAK-A-WA YS: Spring Recess in
Bermuda or Naksau.Sign up now for best
accomodations. See Milge or Perry at the
Memorial Union Ini2r mat idtl.g.zenter.
72' in FLORIDA yesterda ,Party
where it's WARM SPRING BR K. Catt-
F_MAKIL527-8254. Think SUNS INE. 
•
*Layoff
action...11. Any other such instance
or situation of such seriousness that
disciplinary action is considered
warranted.'-'--  _
Brasslett's suit says the facts, as
presented hi tlita's - do TRH
constitute "cause" for Es-charge from
office.
Brasslett's recourse to his dismissal
was to go before the Personnel Appeals
Board for review and
recommendation, Dec. 28. He
received a copy of the Board's
decision, Dec. 31. The Board said,
"The decision to discharge Chief
Brasslett is, in the opinion of the
Board, too severe a penalty. The
.... .
Board does not feel (discharge) in this
case, based on the evidence presented,
is warranted." The Board
recommended Cota reinstate Brasslett
as fire chief and consider other
disciplinary action.
In an undated letter to Brasslett,
Cota said, "My final decision, •
matter it that your dismissal will
remain incffect."
resuktin
reckles
rights.
,perma
as fire
,
We have something like
200 organizations cominS on campus
to recruit 1500-2000 students graduat-
ing each year. There's/to way we can
claim that most of the' students have
gotten jobs through earnpus. recruit-
merit: Mint people get jobs through
direct application.," ..
Sewall stresses the: importance of
persenal _contacts. He feels. job
seekers must develop basic job ieareh
techniques. "They hasie 1(i-he-able to. 
write a resume or take 'a-personal -
interview and make it count." '
The workshop. series will fodig -on
resume writing, unervie_yeAg _tech-
niques, --discovering and marketing
iskills, job s arch strategies, mock
interv lei's, 
d; 
al.career couples and a
non-recruitei student workshop for ,4
those whO ar not actively-recruited by
employers doming on campus.
The first seminar, Interviewing
Technique-s, is today at 2 p.m. This
will btheld at_CPP in Wingate Hall.
Continued from page 1
$100,006 for punitive damages
trom Cota's "callous and
--indifference to Brasslett's
- Be also is seeking a
ent injunction reinstating him
Cota 4s attorney, Kenneth Jordan Jr.
Said he is considering Brasslett's claims
and preparing a defense. "We have no
specific defense prepared now," he
said, "but you can assume we'll deny '
all allegations."
--,11•1"111111.1.- ,
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Snow rises up, slow!) observing 141evens Hall.
If I knew they were going to
take it so rough, I would have
bought a Maine Campus
.personal. 
DON'T LET THIS
HAPPEN TO YOU!!!Drop
off your personal sometime before
2 p.m., Thursday in the basement
of Lord Hall. "
-Twenty words- $1.00.
Having richausted als recourses
under Orono's regulaflons., Brasslett
'filed the Thu 'suit claims that 
Cota's acts, deprived Brasslett of his
righff TO free speech, -due process of .  _
law and equal protection of the law as —
granted by the U.S.  and Maine
Connitaitihs. The suit also claims  
that Orono's Personnel Rules and
Regulations, particularly section 
1.3.12(c.11), aye so vague as to violate — -
those same ,rights._ And, the suit --
claims, -Brasslett's citimissat-writ, in 
_violation of Maine law which says -
"municipal employees cannot be
discharged except for-cause and after
• _
notice of hearing.44, •
Brasslett is seeking SIENI.00(1 _for-_
compensation of damages suffered and
``Perhaps--Everythirig  
terrible is in its deepest -
'being something help-
less that wants help
us.
Rilke
• The-M: CA.
67 College Avg _
-
It takes more than brains to go
to college. It takes money. For tuition,
room and bciard, and books.
-The-Acmy.CoIlege Raidis _
designed to help-you get-that money
for college while'serving -ut -country.
Army Coll* Fund when you join the
every dollar you min; -
Uncle Sam puts in five. Or more.-
So, after just Nis/years in the
Army, you can have up to $15,200 for,
ccillege three years- , up to $20,100.
To. get your free copy ofthe
ArMy College Flad Sooklet, caller visit
your local Army Recruiter. It could be 4ie inost inipottint
ever read.
THE ARMY
COLLEGE FUND
II S Army Recruiting Station
- 
31414 Harlow Street
Bangor, ME 01.41401
9142-7143
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We are not pointing anaccusatory finger by raising
• these figures for public,scrutiny. However, the
%passage Saturday, Jan. 15, of Dr. Martin Luther
• ,-atingir.'s birthday-.he would-have been 54 yearsold
had he not been slain on Aug. 28, 1963-should serve
as a reminder that UMara affirmative action
program is not working: This is not to say efforts are
not being made-it appears they are. But this ratio of
blacksto whites at a major land-grant university such
 
 
as ours is deplorable.
What's the reason? Joann M. Fritsche, director,
equal opportunity at UMO, cites the rarity of
qualified blaks in The high demand fields in which
UMaine is now hiring. These include agricultural,
computer science, engineering and chemistry-related
areas of expertise. •
Fritsche also cites the very low percentage of
-,"blacks in Make** an important factor dissuading
potential applicants from seeking employment at
UMO. However, if we look to New Hampshire,
which is remarkably similar to Maine in its  racial
makeup (Maine is 0.3, percent black and New
• Hampshire is 0.4 percent), the University of New
pshire employs four blacks in a staff of 531
-teachers. Although certainly &small proportion,
- four black teachers is a significant increase from one.
wavosess.11111....,
• r•-
_
_
The nighTm-are is finallyover. -
After being_sPOiTed-bille wonderful seasons
enjoyed by the bastball and football teams in 1982,
UMO fans have been floored by the disappointing
. 
records posted by the hockey and basketbalfteams.
•
Invib sports fanTbreiThed-iisigh oTiTef Saturday
night when the hockey team ended a slide that had
reached record-breaking Proportions:
The Black- Bears' 7-4 victOry over Dartmouth
rneant a lot more-to the university than just the end
of the horrendous 14 game losing streak. It means
new respect-for tae team from opponent it sell-
resPeet- fer t4ieplayecs.
The win is also important because mote spectators7'
may attend games. ,More paying fans means more
. _maim for t tic athletic department coffers and the ---
additional fans give the players an iniportant extra
bobst. -
The men's basketball team also failed to get out
okthe starting block:very•welljimping to five losses
in its first si‘ ganies. But the Black Bears were able
to recover and win three, straight before losing to
three-teams- with national reputations. Few teams •
would be ashamed of losing TO Northeastern, James
Madison and Kansas. ... _
 
 When an athlete plays in a collestevent, that -
person is not playing solely for persoiiirgary. He
Aelepr-scseatLaftisryper„sonaassociated with that 
_ 
•
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One-black pitifeisei is etiffelitly employed at LINH'sDirector of Affirmative ActiottNancy_
University of Maine at Orono out of a teaching staff 1- Deane described a situation very 
similarto.our's at -
of 547. Figures such as these leave one wondering. UMO. Asians constitute the largest
 minority group
employed at UNH, as they do at UMO. Apparently
Asian people re ow more inclined to pursue careers
in the high-technology fields than are blacks who,
both Fritsche and Deane said, seek success in fields
of law, mediciao, English and sociology, to name a
'few.   .
By law,.all land-grant universidesinquetreulatc-
tqaching opportunities, and other job-opportunities,
*tion-wide. In addition, Fritsche said, the
University sends information concerning available -
teaehing positions at UMO to black caucuses and
relevant groups around thesountry. But the number
of qualified black applicants is still very low.
But the problem should not be disregarded as
unsolvable. Bigotry, The Christian Science Monitor
writes, is a major problem in the U.S. despite the
superhuman efforts of Dr. King. Major land-grant
universities in the Northeast should breed dialogue
between blacks and whites, and attract black students
with a respectable staff of black teachers. This is the
%yam/to undermine the destructive influence of
bigotry. UMO cannot be applauded for the racial
• distribution itItOw maintains in its teaching staff.
1- ,
-school. -In MOM -ses,_sparts.. are nqt so important to
a university as academies, yet more often than not. it
is the athletic learns that-bringasetrooNntothe
national limelight.
When you hear of Alabama', youittfink of Bear
Bryant ar trfo 'bat , noiØolitical Science. Virginia
has a superb law schoofrbut iris Ralph Sampson and
the Cavalier basketball searwhich-oomes to mind.
Notre Darnels Knute Rockne*rid football while
UcLAims a great basketball trliclition.
Maine has won itational respect-in baseball with .
two consecniivitollegeWondSeries appearanres------
while the football team was flooded with publicity-
duriniits successrulleason. 'Their success has been
felt in the form of gifts to the athletic department in
excess of i300_,000 darifig the past-year. --
-We shoiltd he proud Of the titife and effort -our--
_ athletes put into their sports and we should give them
support they need. It's hard enough for the hockey
team to win without listening to a crows fall silent
when the team falls behind or for the basketball team
to play before ony 609 people. Their success is
- -important to the entire university community.
TOM BURRALL
Recommended
reading
"Vis 'You can see. from the-syllabus. I
have distributed,” the professor said,
"I have recommended a number of
-texts to which I will be-- -referring
throughturthe semester. these books,
I hope, will be an integral part of your
working library, both now, in your
collegiate stay_ here,_ and in your home -
and office following
_
"Do you mean we have to buy these
books?" tasked refetring.to the list of
the eight -recommended. '
"You don't -have to do anything,"
the professor said'. "All I am .doing-I
recommending these texts for your
benefit. If 'You are "a. concerned and
serious-student, you will -want these
references for your working library."
"Are these books required?" I
asked.
"Required for what?" tie prlifealir
replied.
"Are theyreanired for the _testing
material?" _
"1 don't know," the professor said.
"I will be basing my exam talestiong on
_my, lectufes which shall be based on the
recommended readings nom this list
and -from the list of the 150 outside
readings w‘ will be--looking at in the
course of the semester. 1 can't predict
the extent to which the exam questions
will be based on the recommended
readings, class lectures and outside
readings. Predicting that is like
building the bridge before-you get t
the river."
"You still. have evaded _ the-
question," - 1- replied. "Are you
requiring or recommending we buy
these books?"
41firecommend books_ to_you, y,pif
should-feel required and obliga to
buy them," the professor, ained.
"That's the way I You, ihe
students, believe . •1 are required if
the material fe. in such btioks-ts-
found on ,ArVexam. You students
believe books which you read for
classOs.;.buit are- -nor-toted _ on, ,are
Tardy recommended books. Perhaps
- you f
I was confused by the professor's
choice i3f "rds-Are_w.e_51saling with -
recommended or- required,
supplementary, complementary or
additional books or textsrAlFteittltere--
• books, but all books are not texts. And
what about this outside reading
malarkey?. -Ate 'air supposed__to7be
doing any inside\ readings? Shall we,
the students, read our recommended-or
required, -supplementary,
-"complementary or additional books or
texts in class while you, ;he professor,
lecture-outside class on the-Mall?"
If we just called theiii- reading
materials, a syllabus would be Sii-cre-ar.
1 think-I'll steal all my -Tequir
complementary texts from., campus
book drcrps and bor---01,--
recommended, supplementafr-books
through a-book club. After all, l'
obligated.
But actually, all these inside reading
materials are additional and, integral,
Utvitlitable-irferences -to my--outside
active, beneficial and_working library.
_
Tom Burrall is a senior forestry
major,. minoring -in journalism, from
Geneva, N.Y.
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he place is packed," observed a
newcomer. "Yeah, it always is
when Folsom is playing," replied
The Mailk Campus
Scott Fols
_ dance with. And don't be surpriScd to -began to catch- on about-a--,year_ 
ago
- - -
 ----
7— - Folsom, 25, admits he worries about get a. microphone pointed your w
ay when lead guitarist Jeff Thibode,au and
over exposure 0 in -this .area, but_he during .a,fAmiliar chorus of Joe 
bass player Mike Trytek joined the
continues to park cvi y-t....„,..r-h... plays ..CorkPr_a_''t pr's eirw-„ciet 
Stoned "All project, wititziolclovers Reg
in. Why does-tiff band remain 1.1MO's of his crowd interaction is designed-
fo - Bouffird on the keyboards and
most popular-regular banci? _ achieve a sense of oneness between 
the drummer Mark Matzell. Former
That -question can best be answered • band and the audience which leaves 
players Dan Bascholif (with HaWaiian
reigular. in two parts. Flfs-t,-therolsom Band ics everyone feeling like 
they've had a shirts and jiirriPY"stage presence) and
The regulars have known.., it for a a-good time. His upbeat4iincs inelatte. 
good riffle. • - Ran lkoy_(wit-h funky punk-cut brown-
o and-the-neweenterfrAeafn--plerayLof Uts-covers,-original iii21Pri1 
"- With, the release-of his iecond hair) were ' interesting to watch on
citric 1.-y - when the Scott Folsom Band and a growing list of ceintennibrary 
album, "Little Did you Kno i-T last s age,
is on tap, Yournietter -geft&ihertaf----gongs which seem--to--14-e people onto 
September
 
(whiCh_s_IS. receiving Play on _ available itaritts-iii
usically. --Trytek,
early and-grab ycntr-eaki_114int_slon't, , the dance floor., An4 once 
they're 21 Mainetadio stations), coupled with - whose .Rtiep, scratch
y - voye is.
you'll face waiting lines and standing- there, they stay. ,. 
- IM---liVolzticurzt_ir-venritight _band:, - ren+inisGent of- 
BobLSeger,,_ A-__--still.
room -only once you get in. ----- - The second ,reason the croWits_keep
 'folsom's popularity ,is spreacIPAg and playing áiid--Si
ngifig much bettei and
Nowheie is this more true than when ,v,coming- back.'-is FOlsbm'S energy 
he is finally getting gigs in some of more comfortably tlitra ev
er, but
Folsom plays in ttre Orono/'Bangor "There isn7t ,,a bad crowd" lays-.
 Maine's larger night spots, including Thibodeau is gone. I
ndeid7; the Folsom
area. Despite having played -up -here Folsom. "The 'energy doesn
't come - Brewer's "Show Ririe' and Portland's Band has gone,
 through so many lead
only -a month-each/1%r Folsom- Packed- (raw Jhe i•roivd; it shoultei-ftcim.._ new 
"Free Street Oa." Eventually he guitarists that FiShom's brother, Steve,
Bargai4sAPree' conswitillic nigTils last ....the. stage. I think it's up to Me to get mints 
toitt4iiiforMaint toward the (the sound man- and road- manager),
week, attracted - more than- 350 to .-,- the People - moving." FO1SOM Vitildftert- E
iostoa- market"... but _,for now he's jokingly calls the band , vthe Scott
BCCI`rstudritt union and-capped-thc...-steP off the-stage and leave the playing 
content to 4...;ge _ Maine going as much Folsom-School-Tor Lead Guitar
ist?
. . ,..
five night istand with a. full house at to his band while he solicits 
an as possible. „:- -
Beta Theta Pi fraternity Saturday embarrassed but flattered female to 
FOlsom , says his band's popularity See Folsom Page 6
•
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I
Bass player Mike Trytek and lead guitarist Jack Swanson.
• • t
Cont. from Page 6
However, the rapid changeover in
personnel is somewhat by design. At
this point, Folsom feels he can't move
on without a lead guitarist who is both
compatible with his band in day-to-day
living and who is a top-notch player.
Enter Jack Swanson, 26, who has
played with "Sleeper," "Legend" and
most recently, -The Parkers Band,"
who debuted with SFB last Tuesday at
Barstan's and was nothing short of
sensational, considering Swanson had
only practiced with the band a few
times. Swanson, a strong picker who
Folsom. Indeed, Swanson's willingness_
to become part of the---show
dramatically adds -to the band's
appeal. When Scott_left the stage at
BCC Friday night and danced with the
crowd during a cover of Seger's "Love
Light," Swanson and Trytek jammed
in the center of the stage and Bouffard
went wild on the keyboards. One had
the feeling of powerful first-rate rock
and roll coming from the stage.
With a band ,whose musical talents
can stand alo#e, Folsom-isn't afraid to
leave the _stage .and g-itys be
putting more emphasis on the band in
-The-future. Trytek mow sings Seger's
"Fire Down Below" and Matzell
covers Huey Lewis's "Working for a
Living" while Folsom plays with the
crowd. If Swanson hangs arciund a
while, the song list will be expandedto
• include several new contemporary
sprigs (for the band both With and
---- iVithout Scott).
Symmetry Records, the distributor
of "Little Did You Know," is handling
much of the business and promotion
end of SFB now and Folsom hopes
he'll have much more time for creative with Folsom, Steve fully believes in
energies in the months ahead. Also, the... SFB and the members of the band fully
band members are waiting for it ,...t-rerognize his contribution. seems
contract that will outline their salary ItIre a real gem," says Swanson. "He
schedule for the future. An equitable doesn't bother anybody; he just goes
contract, the band members feel, will about his business and gets the job
calls ,Carlos Santana his main help avoid future personnel changes _ done. And being a brother, he gives
inspiration, looks and moves on stagt_ilind will help the band move on to-L-_, Scott somebody he can always trust."
as if he thoroughly enjoys himself, and bigger and better things. Steve admits that sitting in the
the crowd reacts accordingly. At 6- Bouffard, the character of the band corner of Barstan's, night after night,
loot-3, with long brown hair and ht•e terrorized our photo session with can grow old quickly. But he loves it
matching eyes, he speaks in confident, his antics), says he is waiting for a when the band gets into a big room to
optimistic tones. "I was a little contract before he commits himself to show off the new light show he recently .
nervous, but I thought it went off Folsom's long-range plans. His bulk of helped purchase. "I wish we could stay
pretty well," ,he said, referring ro his
first night.
The new player was satisfied and his
boss was overwhelmed. "He blew me
away the first night," Folsom said. "I
didn't know what to expect because we
had only practiced with him a couple
of times, but he was right on."
"He's the first guy we've had who
leaves his place on stage," notes Steve
PRICE SLICED
AN PIZZA!
fl What's better than a fresh.
hot Par. Pizza from your home
town Pizza Hut ' restaurant?
One that *saves you rnelney!
C-orne on over, bring the,
coupon below and let us. make
$2.00 off any largo pLcza.
or SISK) off arty medium
ptrza. Hann —thix,specla;
affeterrrit: loen One .-
coupQn pe- parts vet-cult at
partielpir Ing haze Hal'
rt-stwurantk
one just for you--with dough
we make fresh every day. tanKv
sauce. pure raozzarella cheese
and your choice of delicious
- toppings. Pizza loverE never
.had it so goods. 11
1-hoPre
Pizza
-Hut
• - „
Bangor kiss Hut
657 Broadway
Bangor 947-5858
1-95 Exit at the Broadway
shopping center. u
I Present coupon when oedemas. Net naiad in combination pith any other offer 1/20
can cash redemption vetue. C 1913 Pizza Hut. Inc. Good only through 5. 83
11.1 ion an En on lb no un on pi no ow sin us is Nu an no .11
keyboard equipment and varied talents
make him the Most important member
of SFB aside from Folsom. Bouffard
has had numerous offers from other._
top Maine bands, including "Magic"
and "Katandin," that would pay him
more. However, he says he enjoys
playing with SFB more than ever, and
he'll stay if the contract is right.
Trytek and Matzen seem to be firmer_
in their future commitments to their
present _boss. "Scott's got more to
offer than any band in the state right
now," says the softspoken Matzell,
who has no plans of moving on to
other pastures. The 30-year-old Trytek
played with apuffard in "Incubus" (a
popular band-six-years -ago), but was
primarily a weekend player before
catching on with Folsom. He was
visibly uncomfortable on stage at the
start, but he says , it is "Scott's
willingness to open up and experiment
with new material and ideas" that
makes it more fun for him these days.
The whole band is obviously excited
about the arrival of the new lead
guitarist and of course, they hope he'll- .
stick around for a while. Swanson feels
like he has landed with a group of
"great guys and excellent players," .-
it's,-StillToo-soori to say how long he'll
stay. "His (Scott's) energy seems
limitless toward the project and he's
'-'pretty organized. He has a sense of
-direction that a lot of bands don't have ,
and that will definitely help him get -
ahead," observes the new, lead, who is
used to having to take cafe of much of •
-the byiiness end of-a-band-himselL
---One loyalty factor Folsom knows
will never falter is his brother, Steve.
An equal partner in the entire project
right here," he said after Friday's show
at BCC. "I'd like ,,..Lo.. talk We%
coming down here."__,
Fortunately for Steve and the band,
SFB will be playing several larger gigs
in the future. But unfortunately for
Folsom's faithful following in this
area, he plans to limit the number of
'dates in the smaller clubs and hold out
for some of the larger places.
No matter how much he plays here,
though, Folsom says Orono fans are
his favorite. "We al_ways look forward
to coming here. The people are always
up for us and the response is great."
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ax indexing: A broaderperspectwe
by Edward Manzi
T he tax indexing ordeal is over.With the passage of the "washbill" by the Maine State
Legislature last Friday, UMO will not
ave to return $1.16 million to the
tate.- .
The bill it a ecrinpfrantse between _
Democrats who wanted repeal, and
Republicans who saidAtey did not
want to "tamper W1thWil1bi,ysv-
people." After all, the Republicans
contended. it was the people who voted
indexing into law in November.
The "wash bill" is a tax surcharge
which equals-the rebates caused by
retroactive tax indexing. The
surcharge and the retroactivity cancel
each other. Democrats can say they
indirectly repealed retroactive tax
indexing, while., technically the
Republicans can/say it was never
actually repea1e4.—
Left to right:
Mark Matzell
Jackn.son
Scott Folsom
Reggie Bou f fard
Mike Trytek
- INTERESTED?
INTERESTED?
INTERESTED?
Interested in getting involved in an activity which is
noi only fun, but rewarding? Maybe the Maine Campus
is just the place the place for you.
The Campus comes out four times a week and is
always looking for interested volunteers in all yew
including reporting. production. photography and
advertising.
Typesetters who can type at least 50 wpm are also
needed_
For more inFormatidn, please contact Nancy Storey
at the Maine Campus office in the basement .of -lord
Hall or at 581 -1271.
COME IN TODAY'
rasse Jewelers
Mill Street
Downtown Orono
10 Percent Qff Jewelry for
all UMO Students 
also-
Close Out Sale on
Fraternity and Sorority
Jewelry a4- ridicucutsly low
prices.
CUNNINGRAMS
"FLORIST
StillwaterAve.,Old-Tovin
:827-7721-
-Carnations 399 &it
Roses 9.99 doz
We also have super
prices on Corsages
-Give us a call
,
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 performance by Representative John
in 
Chancellor Patrick McCarthy, -Dec. -1-41-4-1"V rarginal
30, 1982, Silverman wrote, "The
proposed forced reduction of
instrUCtorS- And the—Subs'equent=_ 
cancellation of cTifises will
unfortunately have the double effect of  
reducing revenues. Ai you are well So, it's not suprising that in a speechbaware,- - our programmatic operatingefore faculty last Monday Silverman-
said in a relieved tone, ":1 want You tobudget has been marginal at best. We
are able to maintain accreditable know we have a lot of frieridi that care
curricula and competitive researdh - v.ery -akarfah_2about the university and
aclivities-soiely-Vecatise Orthe loyalty --- very hard during that
The la‘k states, "For the calendar
year 198-1 and 19112, there shall be a
surtax applied to each individual return
equal to the amount of the refund due
to tax indexing."
No one was more happy with the
compromise repeal than President Paul
Silverman who understands the
implications 
of—ill'I unr-to 
retroactive tax
inetdiorindexing. a 
...our programmatic
operating budget
t 
-at *Pst
and extraordinary efforts of our
faculty. To erode this precious and
essential quality of our institution
would be devestating to our future."
•
traumatic period.
"Student officials Jeff Mills and Ion
Lindsay worked very hard down
thereMagutta)...1- Ili sterling
—111
Bott, a former student, show
courage and leadership." -
Silverman said the tiiiiiiersity will
soon be getting back to normal, but
must continue its struggle to raise
funds. On the ptoposed cuts to the
university budget, he said,
"Everything that was considered being,
"cerwiltbe restored."
Ken ayes, a state senator from
Veazie, summed up the sentiments of
many when he said, "Retioactive tax
— indexing was a stupid mistake that
-t-Onidtfave been-avoi_ded;" -Hayes-said
  there was no mention of the
retroactivity on the referendum
question in last November's 'election
and _ therefore "the people were
unaware- of the consequences." He
said the retroactivity pOrtiOn-of the bill
_ was a blunder made by the legislature.
The Tax Indexing law was drafted b
;former gubernatorial candidate
Charles Cragin in 1980,-HOts said:
_ . •
Craton needed AL set amount of
signatures to bring his bill before the
legislature-but failed to come up with
enough names. --
In 1981, Gra(dn_ hadiewough names 
Hayes said, but thelegislaturides 
not to act on the bill. They decided to
place it on the referendum in the
November 198 election, he said.
Hayes said the wording of the bill listed
the year 1981 and had not been
updated by the legislature, but stayed
inits original form on the referendum_ 
Thus, the bill biciinit retroactive to-
1981, he said.
- The mistake could have been
disastrous because the state would
have had to return $32 million to the
public. Hundreds of state employees
Would have lost their jobs. Needed
social pro-grams would be eliminated.
At the university, all research funds
for the :spring and summer semester
would be eliminated. Thirty thousand
dollars would be cut from student aid
canceling scholarships for
approximately 50 students.
See indexing
page 1
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-.temps-le:atm
-at ,the expense of reprisals against him
by his own party. He could have lost
his recently appointed posiiignstn. the
education committee.
idea Bott voted four times. Three times
he voted for repeal, tftvon the third heto increase 'a
-voted not -to repeal., -*=01-Democratsbuling. power. by  _holdin,g
• '-ealled -gm a potirical rirostitute,"z"-BOn
" dawn the additional amount of taxes a
 
Dodge
Orono faced' tre dOus pressure
Indexing coat. Tr6in both DemsNcrais an. 'eptiblicans
- _ 
- his first major" test as a freshman
- Twenty-five classes legislator. The majority of JlOtt's
would be cancelled.' The Food-Science-
constituents" are associated with the
and Nursing programs would t;e•
university. Bott had an obligation toeliminated. The college of Arts and
these people to repeal the retroactivitySciences faced a $159,883 cut That
Could have affected the quality of
education for hundreds of students.
Clayton . Dodge, -ptofessor of
mathrnatics, said th tax indexing
mantcept -was a if
8
 
And
Magazine, Thursdays January 20, 1983
- 
pefsiiit-isa51cause of in Iloilo& -4n.- s-a!ict'/--;71- Wq-Ime" tbS-5Wi.ftg- v°tes
that could make the diffeiefice in order 
-.other worth', he Said, if John Doe to,gzt a two-thirds majority. Char
redeived-a $2,00triaise from $8,000 to
Film Review
`The-roy
Keep it
on the shelf
JT 
Itko*.t_igh-The Toy" was reteasect
stuffedimimals and- experilivernteter-
driycn cars for kids, chooses the  
 'Morcer called Orono and said oi  
out, but he didn't realiziWhy 1,; t." -
7-- 
 xx)0 his raisentiglif push him into a
highel- tax bracket - This=-is called: -
_ -_-_-4 voted not to_r
,_ ._ 74....__ bracket 'creep'''. NA, it h tax- indexing, emal-Ar'iv--send-A as 6 ..1r &--4-11at-
  - - 
Dodge says John Doe's raise uould:mwag_e- la-
not place' him into a higher- briiikeritrid 
.11P
could heal the woun 'th
pace-With inflation. - - - - of my own party 
shis aoual buying power could keep try to $6
them to compro P 6. also." / 
ince
Dodge said. The retioactivity meant
Tax indezting _reduces tai revenue,
"A freshrna, slater s
to be seen
---,4---- _ _ _ 
lite ntirplhIlsonsands..of 
Mainetspaid higher taxes
 - - - than they shipqld have in 1-981 and "HeY, we
about j-s--t e re:gu ar guy --Joe Q.(41 The-story or "The Toy- goes like' Where to There, are so  
-give back S32 million. The problem
was -the (-Money had already been Public. We hadiozompromise and we this: Jackie-Gleason is misanthropic Till -certain where it's best to begin. ..-7
apprOpriated, he sa;rt•
his ,son, Eric ("Master Bates"), is
allowed to leave his private school to
`-spend a week at his father's mansion.
Upon his arrivalthis-year, the young
master is told by his father to go to the
family's itore (a monster mart) and
pick out anything he'd like. The young
713Ate&-strolls into the toy department
by. TiShi vi
_oLdad -dY.:.s.W and duet surrounded
by •dazzling electronic games, gigantic
'
...ancLmagazineriS early as the middle.of Sou
4ast stimmer. Full-page ad i showed P
Richard- Pryor iitting-ort-thr
Jackie Glkeason and bold-faced letters
dubbed the pair-"The Number One 10.
Comedy Team Th Arnerica". After/ have
pposedly. - forcing myself to sit through The T,oy's guessed
. said, entirety, t'm sorry to say America is S Bate
for the- film began to hit theaters
j.ust 2.ga, ..c4.gatzfigrient, department's janflor (Ricgag Pryor)
as the toy he'd like to take home. —
stupid so far?- It gets worse„,
r is Jack, an.often unemployed _
-who-teele-th-e-joh-at Bares'
to get enough nioney to-15-ay-oTt` a
mortgage on his home. Do I
go on or-have-you alrea
at Jack will get his money, '
_. ill get his peace-of-mindfiarty politics _still waiting for proof of that - 9
the...Sfalt would have to . sertptte. We're talking
and Eric will et is toy.
many bad things about "The Toy",
did," millionaire, U.S. Bates Once a ear• y ,
Summer Orientation 1983 
How about the actors? 
Gleason is an inczedibfe\eojtilian.
Using only his mannerisms, as tools,
he cap provoke laughter frnian 
audience. Add to those metre 'sms
his gruff voice and quk-temperàL ---
audienceN140ia soon ont 
control.
Gleastin`s peittartitilized in
EXCITEMENT. (11(1
June I - July 6
SALARY: $750-800
. APPLICATIONS tWAILAi3LE AT TILL ORi ILN-TAT ION OIJIGE IN
. •
T11E' MEMPRIAL UNION _  
_AP*PL I'CAT I OM ritADLINE : FRIDAY, 'JANUARY 28,-1983
•
--FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: CALL - 1g4-3
-
----- —rho- Toy". He's rarely Seen and his
lines are soon forgotten. Why anyone
would go through- the trouble of -
getting Jackie Gleason for a film 'And
then using him only as scenery is
beyond hie.
Pryor needs no introduction. With
movies-like'Live on ihe Sunset Strip'
. and "Silverstreak'  behind him.
aUdiences Are likely to show uifor any
movie bearing his name (even if the
movie is as bad as "The Toy").
-a-little---mtre-4-uek-thatt- --
Gleason in that he is allowed to speak
more often. But- othen hedoes-speak,
the lines are cornball and not even
vaguely funny. Once again, talent is
wasjed. 
.
All of this, waste can probably be
attributed to the," stupidity,. of _the-
IrRiVie's story. It moves at a staggered
__pace with parts which seen to be put in
on a whim.  1 kept getting the feeling 
the director thought of gags on the set
and said. "Hey ging, let's try this."
In the whote-hour anti d kirrVat
reed only
*7--- two laughs out of me-one of them at
the direetOr. With the holiday season
past and 
-ition_ey-tight after gift.bvitig,-4--
take a Bit of advice and leave this toy
on the shelf. "
Feeling Anxious?
-Become-a part of a-treatment"
research program designed to help
you understand and cope with'
feeljnoof tension, worry and-
anxiety. The program will involve
six individualhOurlY sessiotis-ala
will be scheduled at your -
convenience:All sessions and
reSearch materials are strictly.
-.--=--
Con ficle.ptittl. There is no chars
this service. Contact: Joyce Stet
(1392) at the Counseting Center or
Set up a 30-minseteintate session 
withthe secretary..
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Outing Club offers equipment
-To-the Editor:
'The Maine Outing Club
welcomes all back to U.M.O.
for another semester. In an
effort to get' even more people
,involved we're hanging our
meetings to Tuesday nights
instead of the usual
Wednestily ritginc - jfjou're
interested in backpacking,
snowshoing, skiing, canoeing,
or any other outdoor actvity,
we're the people to see.
M.O.C. owns a variety of
equipment ranging Trim
canoes to - snowshoes to
cookware which is available
for member use. We also own
a cabin a few miles from
Sugarloaf ivie-runWri.
In addition to outdoor
activities themselves. , we try to --
program movies, slide-shows,
guest speakers and clinics that
deal with outdoor activities.
Many interesting programs are
in the-workings. The first
meeting- will be held on
January 18 at 7;30 in the-
North Lown Room of the
Memorial Union. We're
looking forward to seeing you
there. -
- Jeff (Bernie)- -Borriatowicz,
Pres.
Pete Johnson, V.P.
Bates Winter Carnival
open to UMO students
 •
The Bates Social Life
Q.nunizttcv (T --Chasr-itatt-
Coriunitlee), the Bates Outing
Club and -other sponsoring
organizations invites UMO
students to-participate in the--
Bates Winter Carnival, _4,P.
20-23.
-...11•10*•••••••111/•••••••...
The schedule of festivities
inlcudes -Urri iretikatlug •
party Thursday night; _a
concert by- the jazz group
--
`Te; Henth••Brot 
'
Frida),acarn
ivalbaliSaturday and a mag c-comedy
s1oysatuy 
afternoon.e 
Bates Outing' Club especially
invites teams of students- (5-8) -
to compete in the Olympics
which include tobogganing,
'skiing, cross-country----and
Obstacle, snow shoe relay and
many others.
'Among- other era ertainipg
events are a punch contest, a
snow sculpturing contest, a
movie festival and e, ittKkey,
game. All of the events ate
based on the theme--LiWild,
Wild, West."
We hope many of you will,
be excited about this fun filled
carnival. arid-44-accept • tour  
invitation to coin us. Lodging
can be provided (with-iiivance - 
. -
notice) and food is available in 
the student dining ball at
reasonable rates.
_
If you are interested and
-TvO-tilit-Alce to know more;  
please contact' our Student - - -
Activities Office (784-7275) Or
Rob Ravenelle, Chase Hall
Committee vice president
(782=5965) and we can help
you make arrangements.
We are looking forward to
seeing you all.
MarYWright
Bates. Outing Chit)
-Rob Ravenelle_. 
Chase Hall Committee
mentary
Deep in the bowels o
President of the United Stat
anxiously as lie Awaits a very
The visitor is Soviet leader Yuri-
the Jovial Office, the
twiddles his thumbs
portant visitor.
int.and the
Burger Wars
Raygun reaches behind his ttrrone and hands
Dropahint a fluorescent, red plastic and
aluminum lawnchair. DropahMt ppenuheshair
and settles into It uneasily. -!!rthink the color is
 
 
subject •to be discussed is glo 1 nuclear appropriate. Make - _yourself at home, Mr.
----supremacy. The intereoni-O-n- leay-gurrs- desk--DroPahinl."
flashds and he presses the magic red button. ' "Please call me Yuri. I must tell you that my
- 
"yes?" 
• -_
"Mr. President? Mr. ropahint to see you."
. , "Send him in! Send him in! Don't keep him
#-A-, -waiting."
.4- Yuri Dropahint walks into the Jovial Office and
#
-
I
•
-.4" • 1,1". ."r1."9"."1_
•
time is limited. ShOuld welet-down to-the business
at hand?" '
"Yes, let's get down to it. Personally, I think
we've takeil a fairly large step towardglobal peace
with our mutual agreement to eliminate all nuclear
bows politely. weapons. But I think you'll agree that the largest
_ 
_
"Greetings, Mr. Raygun." --• -. problem still needs to be solved-.11
, '
"And greetings. to you, Mr.TDrOmhint," the  "Obviously you re referring to the
Presi&iit replies, extending his tight hapd-as -he- proliferation -of nuclear-powered fast food
,:"
rises from his jewel studded bronze Arone. restaurants. 
"Please call me Ron." . "Well yes, Yuri, that is what I'M referring to.
They shake hands and Raygun sits down. We have to start these negotiations somewhere, so
.Dropahint looks around nervously for a seat, but- ,.let me begin. I have to Admit I'm a:bitslictressM at
can't find one. - - - • ' buildup occur-IQ- countries.- _
• 
may J sit down, Ron? - ..-first of all, it's high tittle You removed that string" . -
"Oh yes! By all means! I'm terribly sorry. You 4. McDonaltrs on the West German border.it That's our numberene-concern right now, But
see, Nancy just sent out for new furniture and
_tasn't arrived yet. The old stuff-was dusty. Let tne:--You'realso going to have to scrap your plang for
get-you a chair'.",_ those prOposed nuclear-powered Burger Kings in
Richard Miller
Afghanistan. Our intelligence souras have,
informed me that Afghans won't eat horsemeat
anyway." . --
"I have to agree with you there, Ron. But hi
order to keep pace with the nuclear, fast-food
buildup in non-Communist countrieg we'll have 
to put those Burger Kings somewhere else to
-preserve bur national 'defense. And...Virt.e—not
touching those joints along the West German
border.- I'm sorry, Ron, but we need those
restaurants for our security."
"Let me warn you. Yuri. We intend to win any
extended nuclear fast food war against any
aggressor. If you want to suffer the horrors of a
full-scale burger war, then so be it."
"Ron, the last thing ouk c.onniot wantsjs. _a
burger war. I think we can arrive at a- peaceful
compromise if wejust talk this thing out."
"I hope you're right, Yuri. Let's take a break
and get some lunch. If you're interested, there's a 
new solar-powered Pima Hut just down the
street..."
Richard Afilk is a senior journalism major
trying to overcome the forces of gratiity from Belle
Mead, N.J.
f
when
writing...
Thu .Maihe Calhstous welcortfes letters to the
editor: Letters should be-390 words or and—
include a natrie and telspItone
Anonymous .end'olsen letters are welcome, but ,
• names will be Withheld from publication only.
trunder special circuistancet. The Maine Camillus-
-reserves-theright to edit letters for lengilsi:tashe --
and libel.
. . .
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black bear sports scene
With all the snow blanketing the
 
 
- 
area, it's hard to believe the college
baseball season i coming up fast Last
--week -the Black Bear baseball team
7` --- began its indoor spring ' practice
sessions to prepare for a trip to Florida
during spring break.
It will be a difficult task fin the
lack Bears to _improve on last year's
35-13 record during which the team set
a school record for wins and appeared
in ifs_ second consecutive College
-- °Ad Series.
Maine will be hurt by the loss of
pitcher Joe Johnson and the double
play combination of Mark Sutton and
Pete Adams, but returning -veterans
like pitchers Billy. Swift and Stu
lacognata will make 'the team tough
once again.
In nearly 30. years AlI a college
baseball head cpach at Colby and
Maine., coach - John Winkin has
compiled a record of 211-86-2. In his
nine years as head coach of the Black
_.Bears, Winkin's teams have won three
ECAC titles, three Northeast Regional
/ -titles and have appeared in the College
 ---World-Series three_times.,ta_king fourth
in 1976, seventh in 1981 and third in
1982.
-er
When the Maine hockey team lost to
Harvard Jan. 13, it set the ECAC
Division I record for consecutive losses
with 14. The win over Dartmouth
Monday by a 7-4 score saved them
from yet another line in the record
Sports
books. Br University owns the all-
time NCAA re d with 15 straight _
losses during the l96T.son.
Freshman goalie Ray y, who
knocked away 32 of 36 Daitmi
shots on goal in Maine's first
I win of the year, hails from Lewiston
and is the only Maine native on the
team. Roy, who has a 6.08 goals
against average, celebrated hi -s 19th
birthday against Dartmouth.
The Black Bears finally ended thOr -
third period jinx as they held off a
Dartmouth rally. Bruce Hegland said.
"We've gained confidence from the
-win; . You can tell we're gettia better
because we're no longer having those
third period lapses."
Maine is now 345.4verall and 1-12
in Division I. Ron Hellen leads the
team in scoring (8-11-19) while Peter
Maher (8-9-17) and Ray Jacques (7-10-
17) are tied for second. Rick Bowles
leads the team in assists with 12.
The University of Lowell Chiefs,
two-time defending NCAA Division II
hockey champs, will join the ECAC
Division 1 hockey ranks for the 1983-84
season. The Chiefs will be ineligible
for tournament play during their- fte_: -
year, but will compete in the ECAC --
Western Division as a regular member
in 1984-85.
The women's basketball team is
•"playing the most intense Division I
schedule we've ever played," coach ,
Eilene Fox said. 
. . _
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Call Gays Denineo & Weekends
(617) 482-7420
Class in your area
Beginning Jan 29
Educationat Center Take Advantage of our
TEST PREPARAT!ON Tranfer Privilages
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 
. Call for details
tor Intorrnatam about Other Centers In More Than 85 Maior US Ctles & Abroad
Outside/1Y State CALL-TINKTITEE: SOO-223-1182
A
Mark
19 Mill Street Downtown, Orono
Coke, Tab & Sprite
1 liter size
3 for $1.00 & tax
& dep
111
Gallo Wines
3 liter size
1.85 & tax
Good for one
free game at
Underground
Games
Mill St, Orono
Limit one per customer
6xpires 1/27/83 
•
4-4, has i set.
schedule from 22 to 27 games`an4 har
picked up strong.opponents like Arry,
'Providence and Northeastern. The
Blkk Bears have gotten off to a rough
start as 10 of their first 11 games have
been on the road.
"Our,players enjoy the challenge of
playing it -the- Division I level," Fox
said, "however it's tough- to win
steve bullard
traveling all the time because you lose 
your mental intensity. We are really
looking forward to our upcoming four
game home stretch."
Acting Athletic Director Stuart
Haskell said the repeal of the
-retraastive tax-indexing rebate by the
state-legislature means thif the Planned
cuts in the athletic_ department won't
be made. As a resat, athletic awards
and letter jackets will be awarded to
athletes who earn them this year.
owntown Orono
mexiean restaurant
6. Visit us at our new Close to Campus
• location at the intersection of
College Avenue &
• Stillwater Avenue
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By St-eve Bullard
Staff Writer
The number one item on men's
basketball coach Skip Chappelle's
shopping list is offense. With the
exception of a 95 point outburst in a_
victor Y over Fairfield University, the
'--Black Bears simply- haven't been able
put the ball in the hoop.
s
rebounding, so we'll 'have to
concentrate-harder on those a,t1W-Ts-
But we'll give it a little different look
and see what happens." _
befense has not been too much of a
problem for the Black Bears. After 10
games, -Maine ranked second in the
NAC in team defense, giving up an
average of 66 points per game. The
team felt a little in that catagory
. A • /
if Of
 
 
recently though, giving up 84 points to .
--Chappelle thinks he may have fOunu7-
a solution. -When the Blac.k BearLvisit tut" dosses_ jvived. theiuxecord
--Janies Madison and 79 to-Kansas a.s.die
the Univeriity of' VerMont for a two- overall ! , 
game series this weekend, -shooting Cross has been a. major factor for
the Black Bears oa defense with 39guards Jeff _Topliff and Jeff Wheeler 
---
Cross in every game in an effort to
keep Maine from peneffating inside.-
Against Northeastern, the Black Bears
were able to get off ()ply tseireif-ttthts
f MR I inside the lane.
"Our goal was to move Cross from
under the basket to the top of the
key," Northeastern coaen Jim
Calhoun said after the Huskies beat
Maine, 79-57. "We tried to make them
do something different to slow their 
offense down." -
Chappel_le said, "Hopefully we _can
the teams with the four best records get-
-a home court advantage_ in the first
round.
Maine leads game series with
Ve'rmont over he years, 35-23. Last
year the tw teams split at Orono;. -
Maine won/ be first game, 83-72, and
the Cataniounts the second, 75-66. •
Vermont is coming. off a win over
Canisius and a two point loss to Holy
Cross. 
The BlackBlack Bears, meanwhile, will fie
trying to end $, threeiNge_
_ -
A -4--
1 The Black dears received an added 
_ 
boost as 
. 
sophomore guard -Mark-
will be looking to light up he blocked shots and an average Of 11.8 The upcoming series with Vermont,- Hedtler of Lexington Mass., who left
seoreboacd— _
------;rebounits per game. The heads-up play 44IttS_ -imartaitt--to both-teams school_ las
t_spring,basi re,turned and
"We've--discovered, that if we're-- of Sturgeon has led to- a valuable total
4_ shooting the -ball wen, our whole_ of 25 steals, on the season.
overall game picks up," Chappell E 
- Opposing teams have keyed on-
said. Topliff and Wheeler have beam-
=-_----shooting-the- ball-quite well lately, so
_they're tbesmgm'll be looking for."
Maine ranks eighth out of the nine
teams in the North Atlantic conference
scoring with an averaga-of-64-points
- per game. The only Black Bear who
-has been able to put the ball inTifie
basket on a regular basis is 6-10 tenter
Jeff-Cross, who is leading-Thhe team
with a 19.4 pointspa‘game average.
No oth-er.player on the team is
averaging in double figures. Clay
Pickering is the second leadinkscorer
with a\ 9.3 aierage while guafd jeTf
Sturgeon, who leads the team -i‘rItti .60
assists, is third with a6.9 average. -
Neither Topliff (5.7 ppg) or Wheeler
45.1_ppa_have se-en_ a_ great deal. of,
playing dim but Chappelle hopes
playing th.ertwo sophomore guards at..
the same time will improve the Offense.
"With Wheeler and Topliff
our firepower is on the floor at the
same time," Chappelle said. "We may
give away-- a ---fittle defense and
L.R.7AJ LIAJ'rfllflDJfl 
FREEBIRD SOUND 
and LIGHTING 
-
Music, disc-jockeys,
'and sound-systems
available for
parties and formals.
4
4
6
-
•
Dana Wilson
Tel. 989-1378
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Sprirrg''83 position
has opened for
manager of Stodder
Complex's
The Body Shop
-Backg-Fo-undart othtefics
is-helpfuL_   -
Work 'Study eligible
desirab-Ve--but not
necessary.
If interested, sign up
for an interview with
Penobscot Hall R.D.
prior to 1/21.
-
get-the-outside shooting_going so that'
the middle will have to,...open up a
little."
as each is sporting a 1-1_record in the
NAC. Every team in the NAC
automatically makes the playoffs, but
MAT
COW
- will be eligible to-play this semester.
Hedtler averaged 3.1 ppg while playibg
in n gm_es as a freshman.
CONVENIENCE STORE 
NEW! NEW!
PEPSI "FREE" GALLO WINE
CAFFEIN FREE ,- • CHABLIS BLANC OR RED ROSE6 PACK 3 B:LOITETR„, $39$1CONTENTS
REG. OR SUGAR FREE .
IT'S TERRIFIC! 
‘'Ir
A REAL SAVINGS! 
 
 
BEER • ALE • WINE 
NARRAGANSETTI MILLER
BEER 7
16 OZ. CANS ' 1 2 PACK 1 2 OZ. CANS
6 PACK $VTEN, $ 5 Fo TENTS
STUDENTS & FACULTY WELCOME
[ 
"QUALITY LIGHT"
CIGARETTES-
PAC 69  
ARTON
: °
$6.49 REG. KINGC 6.59 100's 
FRIENDLY
COTT MIXERS
ER ALE; SODA, TONIC WATER
3 $1 00BOTTLES1 LITER
WOW! WHAT A PRICE!
COURTEOUS SERVICE
Not Responsible for Typographical
UNIVERSITY '
OF MAINE
ORONO
CAMPUS
II 0 S Bangor
Savings
Bank
Entra'nc
ange/eYxOWL
College-Ave. .
enobscot River
•••.
a.
ALSO FEATURING
Gasoline
at low, low
EVERYDAY PRICES
PRICE'S F rFFi; T IVF TH RU ANUARY 30, 1983
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Welcome back!!
The _SHOP II program, like
most of us students, iS emerging
from its Christmas break hiber-
nation anti with nose in air is
already sniffing for the first'
smells of spring.
Well, spring won't be, around
the corner for a whileyet. but in
the meantime SHOP II offers a
'—variety of opportunities to keep
_ you occupied during the long
winter months.
Should you decide to become
Two student senators, Todd
Ehrlich and Scott Marters, have
made several suggestions to
improve the atmosphere in the
Bear's Den. Their first sugges-
tion has been implemented and
the hours of the Bear's Den
have been extended on Friday
and Saturday night until 1 A.M.
The band Daniels & Webst_r is
playing this week-end. The
second suggestion is to provide 
a large T.V. screen. TheoT.V.
has been ordered and will be
installed as soon as it arrives.
Many Women deal with stress and
tension by eating to excess. Some
women --(anywhere from 10-20 of
college age) binge on large amounts of
feed and eliminate the food by
vomiting, using laxatives, or going on
a severe fast. This condition is called
"bulimia."
Psychological treatment strategies
have been developed to help the
e‘
t
a SHOP II member, for which
you may receive 0-3 tuition-free
credits, you may meet other
members of the program Mon-
day at 3:00 in the Honors
Center. Our discussion -'group,-- -
which meets at this time each
week for two hours, explores a
variety ,of personal growth is-
sues, including Holistic Living,
Communication Skills, Positive
Thinking, Stress Management,
Time Management, Self-Image,
and Alcohol & Sensitivity..
ep lousy this winter
If you missed our organiza-
-- tional meetings this past Tues-
day and Wednesday, and are
interested in learning more
abo-ut the program, please at-
tend our introductory class this
Monday, January 24 at 3:00
p.m. in the Honors Center
behind the Memorial Union.
Refreshments will be served._ ,
by Wendy Cole •
The Peer Sexuality Program is
meeting again this semester. The first
meeting was held at 6:30, Wednesday
evening January 19th in the Bangor
Lounge.
What is the Peer Sexuality Pro-
gram?
Students who are interested in learn-
ing about sexuality and related issues
are in the P.S. Program. We meet one
night each week for training sessions
for workshops. We-discuss topics
which include: relationships, decision
making, rape, sexual dysfunction, -
alcohol and sexuality, and more. Then
-bulimic individual change
lematic way of relating to
If you are interested in a group for
women with this problem, contact one
of the Counseling Center offices, at
either Cutler Health Center (581-4020)
or Fernald Hall (581-1392) to sched-
ule an interview with- one of the
counselolrs.
If you cannot join us, but are_
interested in some of the topics__
which SHOP II explores, you
may wish to speak to your R.A.
we put on workshops for students on
campus who want a chance to discuss
sexuality and get the facts.
The Peer Sexuality Program is
considered a class. You can get
between 1-3 credits for the class
'.depending upon which requirements
_you choose to fulfill. The program
offers students a chance to meet
people, learn a lot and help other
people in the process. We need
students who are interested in what
--our program does. We need students
who are willing to think, communicate
and really want to get involved.
or R.D. and request a work-
shop for your section or resi-
dence hall. Or, you may wish to
contact us directly.
SHOP II is located in the
basement of Hancock Hall and 
as a Residential Life resource
has a Life Skills Library open to
members of the general student
body.. Please feel free to stop by
and check out some of our titles.
Office hours are Monday and
Friday, 9-12 Noon and by
appointment. Our new Dimen-
sion phone number is 581-4769.
Also, any groups or organizations
that are interested in having work-
shops on subjects dealing with sexual-
ity can contact the Peer Sexuality
office at 581-4769. Office hours are
Tues., Wed., Thurs., 1:30-4:30.
PLEASE NOTE
The results of the Dining
Commons Survey published last
week in R.L. Newspage were
not complete. For a complete
copy, contact Residential Life
Office, 581-4584.
Residence Hall
Space Available
Residential Life currently has *number
of spaces available at the Orono campus.
Vacancies exist in most life styles - 
for both males and females,  
including single sex, co-ed,
women!s_cooperative, academic program
and York Village apartments.
Interested Orono students should contact
Jennifer Watson, 
Residential lifei-L  
Estabrooke Hall
